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Abstract Within foresight management in general and sce-
nario development in particular, the question is often asked:
“For what scenario do I have to be prepared?” Since there are
manifold approaches of scenario technique, the ways to an-
swer this question with the help of scenario technique are also
manifold. Scenario approaches using probabilities, for exam-
ple, would recommend emphasizing the most probabilistic
scenario. However, the consideration of probabilities, in our
opinion, is not always useful. From a combinatorial point of
view, any given scenario has an infinitesimal probability of
being right, since there are so many possible variations (Gee
et al. in Deep News Glob Bus Netw 2(4):199, 1991).
Additionally, when regarding all possible developments that
may be relevant for a scenario, each development has only an
infinitesimal probability of coming true. Following these
thoughts, the consideration of probabilities often has no addi-
tional benefit and, therefore, is not necessarily needed within
scenario development. In this paper, the use of probabilities in
scenarios will be discussed. On the one hand, this includes a
discussion about scenarios in which the considerations do not
make sense. On the other hand, the paper will also show an
approach of considering additional information within the
scenario creation process to select the most important
scenario.
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Preface
Having developed scenarios within foresight management, it
is often unclear for what scenario a company has to be
prepared. Different existing scenario approaches presumably
also deliver different answers in this (decision-making)
situation.
In this context, Bradfield et al. [2] provide a good overview
of the existing schools of scenario technique using several
criteria for classification. One classification criterion is the use
of probabilities for the development of the scenarios.
Probabilities within scenario technique are well discussed in
literature – along with their advantages and disadvantages [1,
3, 4]. We will pick up these discussions and take a deeper look
at probabilities in scenario development. We divide our con-
sideration into three parts in order to do this: the use of
probabilities within the scenario creation process; the attach-
ment of probabilities to the developed scenarios; and proba-
bilities in the scenario controlling process.
Since we see that the disadvantages dominate the advan-
tages of using probabilities, the paper clearly takes a position
against the use of probabilities. Hence, the paper constitutes
more a position paper than a discussion paper. Nevertheless, it
is naturally also our intent to foster discussion about the use of
probabilities.
Foresight management with scenarios
Companies today find themselves in global competition with
ever increasing dynamics and a complexity of framework
requirements, processes and products. Apart from being inter-
nationally present, companies are also required to assure sus-
tainable advantages in competition. Companies need tomaster
the demands of markets (e.g. customer requirements, compe-
tition, reduce product lifecycles, etc.), as well as the demands
of technologies (e.g. technological complexity, technological
innovation barriers, etc.), among many other things (e.g. or-
ganizational behavior, processes, etc.), in order to succeed.
However, these demands, requirements, etc. are described
mostly from today’s point of view. Future topics also have to
be regarded in order to achieve success. In this context,
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foresight activities can assist the company within the process
of preparing for and focusing on the right topics in the future.
Foresight management can help to coordinate all the foresight
activities within a company.
Foresight management, according to Ahuja et al. [5], can
be described as the capability to generate competitive advan-
tages. Salo, Könnöla and Hjelz [6] have a more detailed
understanding and place emphasis on three objectives of
foresight management. These are the elemental outcomes of
the foresight activity: improved system understanding, en-
hanced networking and strengthened innovation activities.
The success of foresight management itself depends on an
adequate adoption and combination of analytical and commu-
nicative methods. Another and more likely description, from
our point of view, is presented by Amsteus [7]. He sees
foresight as a behavior that is limited by cognitive variables
with the aim of pointing out possible futures and clarification
of emerging situations; this is underlined by the following
statement: “There is no need to know the future, but to be
prepared for the future” [39].
In addition to this understanding, we emphasize the knowl-
edge aspect that accompanies foresight management. In these
terms, knowledge, for example, can be distinguished between
one’s own knowledge itself, and metaknowledge, i.e. the
knowledge about one’s own knowledge (cf. Fig. 1). Hence,
it can be distinguished between known knowns (uncritical),
unknown knowns (“forgotten” or hidden knowledge), known
unknowns (white spots in knowledge), and unknown un-
knowns (so-called black swans [8]). Transferred to foresight
management, the known unknowns are especially regarded –
we know that there is a topic that we are unsure about and that
this topic, therefore, has to be investigated.
In the context of foresight management, scenarios can be
helpful when regarding (complex) future situations and prob-
lems. Complex means that the problem regarded is influenced
by many factors, that these factors are interlinked in a mani-
fold way and that there are a number of possible answers to the
problem [9]. Research has shown that humans cannot be
aware of and work with more than three pieces of information
at the same time by reason of their limited working memory
[10]. Hence, such problems should be supported by specific
methods – such as scenario technique – when regarding
complex future situations. The effectiveness of scenario tech-
nique, especially concerning increasing decision quality in
strategy processes and improving performance, has just re-
cently been empirically proven [11, 12].
However, recent research in this context at first calls for
professionalization by higher quality standards, including,
stronger scientific rigor and theoretical foundation [13, 14].
Wilkinson et al., for example, see the necessity to incorporate
key insights from the theoretically grounded complexity sci-
ence into the pragmatic field of scenario creation grappling
with theoretical grounding – in order to engage the upcoming
complex, messy and puzzling situations [14]. Secondly, recent
research proposes cross-validation and multi-methodology
(triangulation) [14–16], for instance, combinations of different
scenario approaches may lead to more reasonable scenarios
and a surplus. Thirdly, stronger integration of qualitative and
quantitative data in foresight is also called for as different
methods have their strengths and weaknesses in different areas
[16–18].
Some scenario developers avoid assigning probabilities to the
developed scenarios [19]. They argue that assigning probabilities
to a scenario creates an expectation of predictability, which is not
the aim of scenario planning [20]. Therefore, approaches, such as
the one presented, do not use probabilities. In our opinion, there
are considerable disadvantages that go along with probabilities;
for example, probability ratings are often characterized as sub-
jective [21]. Furthermore, when regarding all possible develop-
ments thatmay be relevant for a problem, each development only
has an infinitesimal probability of coming true. When looking
back at the concept of knowledge and metaknowledge (cf.
Fig. 1), we think that it is also difficult to estimate probabilities
of aspects that we do not know. In fact, there are also aspects, or
rather events, and we do not even know that we do not know
them, so-called black swans [8]. These events form the majority
of all events [22] and often have a very high impact: For instance,
even if a scenario is highly probable, there are many events about
which we do not know and they can override the scenario –
despite the scenario’s high probability. Based on these thoughts, a
great variety of thinkable and also (from today’s point of view)
unthinkable events should rather be used for developing scenar-
ios, thus trying to cover a greater range of the unknowns – from
both known and unknown unknowns (cf. Fig. 1).
However, there are also several advantages that go along
with the use of probabilities, for example, the possibility of
regarding development paths [23] or causal relationships of
specific events [24]. In this context, Mahmoud et al. [25], for
example, state that the question whether one uses consistency
analysis or probabilities for the development of scenarios is so
far unsolved. Therefore, some approaches propose combining
the concepts of probability and consistency [26]. Heinecke
[27], for example, concludes that the use of consistency anal-
ysis leads to very plausible scenarios, but not necessarily to
very probable ones. As to this, a combination of both ap-
proaches is suggested: Calculating the most probable scenar-
























Fig. 1 Knowledge and Metaknowledge; according to Taleb [8]
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scenario. In this manner, very probable scenarios with high
consistencies should be preferred.
Since we think that the disadvantages of the use of proba-
bilities outweigh the respective advantages – and, therefore,
that no probabilities should be used – we will present an
alternative approach: focusing on the most relevant scenari-
o(s). This concept combines the concept of consistency with
the concepts of attributes and closeness. In this context, we use
an inductive approach.
Scenario development omitting probabilities
Three major subjects where probabilities may actually be used
can be identified when regarding the scenario development:
the scenario creation process, the scenarios themselves and the
scenario controlling. It will be argued in the following why the
use of probabilities for each subject should be avoided.
Case 1: “the consideration of probabilities is not meaningful
within the process of scenario creation”
Firstly, probabilities can be used within the process of scenario
creation, i.e. probabilities are used for the calculation of the
scenarios. In these terms, the rating of the probabilities them-
selves is the issue most discussed [28]. As has already been
mentioned, these ratings are often characterized as subjective
[21, 29], are based on the specific know-how of the people
doing the evaluating [30] or are difficult to obtain [26]. These
circumstances can be intensified by a growing complexity of
the subject regarded [29]. Thereby, the number of ratings is
twice as high compared to approaches that use consistencies.
This requires scenario developers or experts with a high
willingness and ability to estimate the probabilities [26].
Furthermore, the experts who perform the ratings are often
unsure about the question behind the rating [31].
Mphahlele et al. [32] point out another problem that comes
along with the revision of the marginal probabilities: the
probability of the occurrence of the single events. They
showed that the impact ranking that is generated by the
marginal probabilities depends quite significantly on the re-
vising method – thus leading to different outcomes. Jenkins
highlights that estimates of conditional probabilities (cross-
impacts) are, most of the time, not completely compatible with
the estimates of the marginal probabilities [33].
Gausemeier, Fink and Schlake [34] also have concerns
about the use of probabilities and refer to the so-called Linda
test of Kahnemann and Tversky [24]. This test shows that
humans tend to deduce the probability of an assumption from
its consistency [24]. Jonda mentions, at this point, that nor-
mative and analytic aspects can be mixed and, therefore, that
known and desired aspects are recognized as more probable
and more impactful – fortified by the affectedness of the
individual who does the evaluation of the rating [29].
Case 2: “assigning probabilities to the developed scenarios
does not make sense”
Secondly, having calculated the scenarios, these could be
described by a specific probability for each scenario. These
probabilities, for example, can be calculated based upon the
probability ratings of the events or are labeled to the scenarios
in a qualitative process (e.g. most likely scenario) in a step that
follows the scenario creation [35].
According to Reilja, a scenario is not a most likely forecast,
but rather a more or less possible future development [36].
This is also the opinion of Gausemeier, Fink and Schlake.
They point out that assigning probabilities to developed sce-
narios does not match the main aim: thinking ahead to a
possible future and not predicting the future in a clear way
[34]. The possible future consists neither of realities nor of
wishes, but rather possibilities without probabilities [28, 29].
Furthermore, a scenario contains a combination of consistent
events. The question about the likelihood of occurrence does
not matter. The consistency of scenarios is sufficient and
desirable in the majority of cases [34].
The possibility and desirability are two different kinds of
rating dimension. Following Steinmüller, these two dimen-
sions should not be mixed [37]. Mahmoud et al., furthermore,
state that the effort significantly increases by adding probabil-
ities to the scenarios [25].
Case 3: “working with probabilities within scenario
controlling is not beneficial”
Thirdly, a controlling process should follow the scenario
creation process – where probabilities could also be used. In
our opinion, there are also considerable disadvantages that
accompany the use of probabilities for the controlling process.
Continuous and dynamic changes of market and technology
developments, for example, complicate the prediction and
assessment of probabilities. The number of relevant facts
and variables of the business environment, as well as interde-
pendencies, also increase the complexity [38].
Choosing and following the most probable scenario would
also disagree with a basic idea of scenario technique. This basic
idea aims at thinking in alternatives in order to cover a large area
of possibilities [29]. By focusing on the most probable scenario,
one limits the solution space. Furthermore, the inclusion of wild
cards, for example, would not be possible –wild cards possess a
relatively low probability of occurrence. This is critical, since
wildcards by definition have a likely high impact on the conduct
of business [39, 40]. Scenarios that have many wild cards,
therefore, would have a smaller probability than other scenarios.
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As to this, such wild card-dominated scenarios would not be
considered.
Following Reibnitz, a consideration of probabilities is not
beneficial [41]. This can be attributed to the subjective character
of the assessment [30] and, furthermore, these assessments often
represent only a snapshot of the current situation. The consider-
ation of probabilities also depends heavily on the experience and
knowledge of the risk perceptions of the scenario team [30]. On
the one hand, relevant disruptive events for the company have a
tendency to be underestimated by the scenario team [41]. On the
other hand, it is observed that probabilities are often
overestimated from a company’s point of view.
The most important scenario
As the disadvantages that accompany the use of probabilities,
in our opinion, dominate the respective advantages, in the
following, an alternative course of action – focusing on the
most important scenario – will be presented. Consequently,
different sets of scenarios have to be regarded.
The cross-interpretation of the different sets finally allows
for the identification of the most important scenario. The
course of action will be shown by an application example:
“future study of the automotive supplier industry in South
Westphalia” [42]. In fact, the study was performed in 2009.
It was initiated by the University of Siegen and tried to
identify future needs for the local automotive supplier industry
around the university. Since the time horizon back then was
set to 2015, some scenario elements, of course, are prevalent
today or have already appeared. In 2009, for example, we
identified a differentiated scenario for the global development
(“Crossroads”) that could be more or less noticed after the
economic crisis that started in 2008. In other words, in addi-
tion to the many successful companies that emerged stronger
from the crisis, there were also a lot of companies that had to
suffer. This differentiated development led especially to the
establishment of a regional automotive center (as was pro-
posed by the study) – accompanied by very strong political
support.
The Siegener approach of scenario technique that was used
for the development of the scenario sets for the application
example will be briefly presented. A detailed description of
our approach and the methodology for the creation of
the application example can be found in Grienitz and
Schmidt [43].
Siegener approach of scenario technique
As mentioned previously, we omit probabilities within our
scenario approach. Rather, our approach uses the concept of
consistency evaluation for developing scenarios. This course
of action originated in Europe and was first presented by
Gausemeier, who established his “Scenario Management”
methodology in Germany in the 1990s [34]. The following
Table 1 tries to delineate our approach from the one of
Gausemeier. Some criteria following the classification of
Bradfield et al. [2] are used for this. Bradfield and colleagues
classified the existing scenario approaches into “Three schools
of Scenario Technique.” The “Intuitive-Logics Models”
School is also listed in Table 1 as it is the most similar to
our approach and the approach of Gausemeier.
System analysis
In terms of a system analysis, the key factors are identified and
described in a first step. In these terms, factors that have a
strong influence on the whole system, that have a high signif-
icance and that play a special role in the whole system are
chosen as key factors.
System design
Alternative characteristics for each key factor are worked out
by means of a morphological analysis in a next step. The
spectrum of characteristics should intentionally be stretched
from today thinkable to provocative and also to improbable.
The calculation of the scenarios afterwards is performed
with help of the consistency matrix. The characteristics iden-
tified in the consistency matrix are rated pairwise with regard
to the consistence of their common appearance within the
system regarded. The consistency evaluation ranges from
“1” (inconsistent) to “5” (synergetic compatibility).
Afterwards, consistent combinations of characteristics are cal-
culated from the consistency matrix. These combinations
consist of one characteristic per key factor and are referred
to as raw scenarios.
Communication/transfer
In a next step, the raw scenarios identified are aggregated to a
manageable number of scenarios by means of a cluster anal-
ysis. The cluster analysis provides the scenario-DNA in the
form of a table that shows the percentage distribution of the
characteristics per scenario for a better interpretation and
communication of the scenarios. The scenario-DNA includes
today’s situation in addition to the scenarios. Graphic visual-
izations of the future scenarios are also created. This includes
multidimensional scaling (MDS) or pictures of the future.
System controlling
Any assumptions that were made, the key factors, their char-
acteristics, and the consistency evaluation may change over
time. If there are changes, some single operations or evalua-
tions may have to be redone.
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Application example “future study on the competitiveness
of the automotive supplier industry in South Westphalia”
In the past, the business models had to change on both sides
(automotive suppliers as well as original equipment manufac-
turers: OEMs) because of the increasing shift in value creation
from the OEMs towards the automotive suppliers. In this
context, the branch study assessed tried to assure the compet-
itiveness of the local automotive supplier industry by thinking
ahead for the future and generating promising future options
for action. Figure 3 illustrates the method that was used to
determine the prospective strategic positions [43]. In this way,
the paper presented focuses on the phases “Social/global
developments” and “Development of the automotive
Table 1 Overview of the Siegener approach, in comparison to the Intuitive-Logics Models and Scenario Management following Bradfield et al. [2]
Intuitive-Logics Models Siegener Approach Grienitz Scenario Management
Gausemeier
Purpose of the scenario work Multiple, from a one-off activity
making sense of situations and




The same as Intuitive-Logics Models.
Additionally, we explicitly see scenario
technique not only for future issues. In
fact, we regard all problems that have a
“native” morphological structure [44]
and also consider systemic thinking.
The same as Intuitive-Logics
Models – but mainly used
in strategic management
and restricted to future
scenarios.
Scenario perspective Descriptive or normative [2]. The same as Intuitive-Logics Models. The same as Intuitive-Logics
Models.Comprehensive description of complex
contexts, thus following the Intuitive-
Logics Model
Scope of the scenario
exercise
Can be either broad or narrow scope
ranging from global, regional,
country industry to an issue-
specific focus [2].
All problems that can be derived by a
morphological structure (future, product
[45], strategy [46], risk [47], production
systems [48], etc.)
The same as Intuitive-Logics
Models.
Additionally, we also use sets of scenarios,
i.e. combining different types of scenarios
(e.g. future scenarios with product
scenarios). See also 4.2.




The same as Intuitive-Logics Models, but
also intelligent morphological analysis
using evolutionary strategies.
Additionally, we integrated some other
concepts, such as Social Network
Analysis [49], LEGO® SERIOUS
PLAY® [50], Attributes [48], “Blue
ocean, Red Ocean” [46], and Delphi
surveys.
The same as Intuitive-Logics
Models, but also
morphological analysis.
Scenario starting point A particular management decision,
issue or area of global concern [2].
The same as Intuitive-Logics Models. The same as Intuitive-Logics
Models.
Scenario exercise output Qualitative – a set of equally
plausible scenarios in discursive
narrative form supported by
graphics; some limited
quantification. Implications,
strategic options and early
warning signals are increasingly a
part of scenario output [2].
The same as Intuitive-Logics Models.
However, not limited to future scenarios.
We also use so-called “Landscapes of
scenarios” (multidimensional scaling).
The same as Intuitive-Logics
Models.





No; all scenarios must be equally
probable [2].
No; the same as Intuitive-Logics Models. No; the same as Intuitive-
Logics Models.
Scenario evaluation criteria Coherence, comprehensiveness,
internal consistency, novelty –
underpinned by rigorous
structural analysis and logics. All
scenarios equally plausible [41].
Basically the same as Intuitive-Logics
Models.
The same as Intuitive-Logics
Models.
Additionally, we use Attributes to evaluate
the characteristics, and hence, can add
virtually any evaluation criteria; for
example, for performing sensitivity
analysis (closeness to today: close to today,
trend, close to science fiction, etc.).
The course of action within the Siegener approach of scenario technique can be described by a phase-model, as shown in Fig. 2. The following
paragraphs will briefly explain the essence of each phase
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industry,” since these phases used the Siegener approach
provided for the scenarios developed.
A wide range of different enterprise sizes and fields of
activity could be covered within the survey of 71 companies.
The companies questioned generate 67% of the turnover of all
economic power in the region located. Thus, the study is based
on a strong foundation.
Global scenarios
Global developments in ecology and technologies, as well as
in politics, society and economics, have a significant impact
on the development of the OEMs and suppliers. Hence, global
scenarios can describe the major basic conditions for all
participants in the automotive sector. Three global scenarios:
“Low road,” “High Road” and “Crossroads,” have been de-
veloped in this context during the scenario process. These
scenarios were explicitly described (cf. Fig. 4) and supple-
mented by short management summaries (cf. Table 1).
OEM scenarios
As has already beenmentioned, scenarios for the OEMmarket
were also generated because the OEMs essentially affect the
whole structure of the industry sector and, thus, the automo-
tive sector’s drivers and “internal clock.” Thereby, an auto-
mobile is and remains an emotional product. However, the
focus from today’s possession and individual claims, e.g. in
the case of equipment, will change. There will be a shift to the
real value of mobility, availability and its price. Comparable to
the telephone market, the product will be pushed into the
background. Moreover, there will also be product innovations
that involve new business models. The following Table 2
presents the four developed and thinkable environment devel-
opments from the automobile manufacturer’s perspective. It
seems clear that the descriptions pointed out will not occur
singularly and selectively. Nevertheless, the statements should
be used as a fundamental framework by the supplier industry.
In detail, the study identified four consistent OEM scenarios.
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will fundamentally change the industry? 
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* Focus of this paper 
*
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Fig. 3 The process model of the industry study "Future-study on the
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Fig. 2 Phase model of the
Siegener scenario approach
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These scenarios are: “Cheaper than four tires, better than two
feet,” “Ecological renaissance and sustainable mobility,”
“Digital mobility and information concept,” and “Darwinism
in the OEM market” (cf. Table 2).
Scenario selection – relevance evaluation
The global scenarios established represent polarized future
descriptions. A regular monitoring of all relevant trends, de-
velopments and all positioned premises is needed to point out
realistic statements in order to place the right scenario in focus.
In this case, the evaluation of the today’s DNA is necessary.
This can be performed by workshops and discussions with
experts of the industry. Furthermore, this will be supported by
observation of the economic indicators and/or by regular and
extensive scanning and monitoring of numerous sources, e.g.
the literature and internet.
The noticeable developments in focus are located close to
the global scenario III “Crossroads” due to consideration of
the current framework. Some ways to use the opportunities of
scenario II and some ways to prepare for dangers of scenario I
will also be mentioned within the future study developed.
Scenario compatibility
The OEM scenarios were then rated in the light of the global
scenarios (Table 3); in other words, those combinations which
are most plausible and worth looking at were analyzed.
As mentioned above, all current signs and developments
point to the global scenario “Crossroads,” so that after the
rating, the scenario “Darwinism in the OEMmarket” followed
by the scenarios “Cheaper than four tires, better than two feet”
and “Ecological renaissance and sustainable mobility” are the
industry scenarios in focus.
The global scenarios contain only a few statements regard-
ing technological developments. Nevertheless, technological
trends should be taken into consideration for the strategic
calculus. This can also be confirmed by the fact that the
analysis of the current situation neglected these trends.
In addition to the description and classification of the
business models compared with each other, a rating with
regard to the scenario compatibility was made as a part of
the study. The description of the scenario compatibility was
followed by a rating of the business models with regard to
their relevance in the light of the global scenarios, the OEM
scenarios and company classes. In other words: “How relevant
are the different environments for this specific business
model?”
In addition to the compatibility of the “OEM scenario” –
“business model,” all combinations of scenarios were rated
with regard to their compatibility in a workshop. The follow-
ing Table 4 shows the results. The business models regarded,
thus, have a differentiated relevance according to the global
and OEM scenarios, as well as to the company classes
observed.
Discussion
In the following chapters, the three cases from chapter two are
discussed in the context of the Siegener scenario technique
approach.
Fig. 4 Detailed prose description
of the global scenario
“Crossroads”
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Case 1: “the consideration of probabilities is not meaningful
within the process of scenario creation”
As we look at the idea behind the scenario technique, we see
that it is necessary to think of alternatives to cover a large area
of developments. Thereby, it is valid to think in extremes; that
means, “What might happen, what is thinkable?”
In this context, a wide search and the consideration of
characteristics in the phase of system design is necessary.
Not only probable and thinkable developments should be
taken into account, but also, in particular, improbable and
thinkable developments. The past has already demonstrated
that even experts can err. Karl Benz once said in 1920, “The
car is completely developed. What is next?” In his opinion, it
was impossible and unthinkable that the automobile was at the
beginning of its development at that time.
The range of alternative solutions would already be restrict-
ed at the beginning of the scenario process if one only con-
centrated on the probable developments. That means, from the
present vantage point, improbable characteristics would not be
followed up. As a consequence of this, the whole concept of
wild cards would also not be considered in the scenario
process. Characteristics which are thinkable and have a high
influence from today’s point of view, but have a probability of
occurrence close to zero, would not appear in scenarios cal-
culated later. According to Steinmüller [39], an example of
this is the wild card, which describes that biological sexual
dimorphisms disappear as a result of a lifestyle revolution. Its
probability of occurrence is very low, but, in the case of
occurrence, its impact would be high.
In further steps, a very important question arises in the
context of scenarios: How are the individual probabilities
handled to get a scenario overall probability? It consists of a
certain uncertainty in the case of the allocation of the proba-
bilities. Should they to be summed up, multiplied or should
the arithmetic mean be determined?
The Siegener approach of scenario technique avoids this
difficulty by calculating scenarios based on a consistency
analysis (cf. Fig. 5). The question, thereby, is not how high
the probability of occurrence is, but rather, if it is thinkable
that both characteristics considered will appear pairwise in the
future.
After the consistence evaluation, the future scenarios are
calculated in a consistent way by the use of natural analogue
algorithms. These future scenarios only contain bundles of
characteristics that are able to appear in common in the future
from the vantage point of the present; for this reason, they are
consistent. A major advantage is that the whole solution space
becomes better illuminated. No possible solution is eliminated
in advance. Another advantage is that our brain builds so-
called trails by repeated consideration and evaluation of all
future developments. In other words, we are “thinking in
Table 2 Global scenarios – a brief overview
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stock” and immunize ourselves against undesirable surprises.
As soon as a combination of characteristics (scenarios) arises,
we already know intuitively what the consequences are and
which countermeasures we have to initiate.
Case 2: “assigning probabilities to the developed scenarios
does not make sense”
The selection of the most probable occurring scenario does not
make sense in the respect that it does not allow a statement on
the topic if it is also the most relevant scenario for us. The
determination of the most relevant seeming scenario for us is,
in fact, a multidimensional optimization problem that cannot
be solved by the calculation of the overall probability. The
multidimensionality is directly dependent on the number of
key factors. Each key factor builds a dimension.
The selection process of the most relevant scenario(s) is as
follows. After the calculation of the raw scenarios by the
natural analogue algorithms already mentioned, a clustering
of the raw scenarios takes place on the basis of their similarity
regarding content. That means that the high number of raw
scenarios calculated becomes summarized to a manageable
number of scenarios. The clustering is made by the use of
multivariate methods. Which raw scenario belongs to which
scenario is calculated, depending on the content of each raw
scenario. It is possible to derive a so-called scenario-DNA for
each scenario. On the one hand, this scenario-DNA shows the
percentage distribution of characteristics per cluster. On the
other hand, this structure, to the same extent, provides the
possibility of determining today’s situation (“present-DNA”).
The landscape of scenarios is built by the use of a distance
calculation of the content similarity of scenarios and the help
of multidimensional scaling (MDS) (cf. Fig. 6). This map
consists of the present situation in addition to the scenarios.
Using this graphic, the relevant scenarios can be determined
by checking which scenario(s) is (are) closer to the present
situation. In the application example, we did this interpretation
with the group of experts that helped to develop the scenarios.
The attributes could also be used for a more detailed analysis
of the closeness.
This shows that the identification of the most relevant
scenario by the (graphical) spatial closeness is more effective
and easier to communicate than by the consideration of prob-
abilities. Moreover, a certain uncertainty of the allocation of
probabilities exists. Should they be summed up, multiplied or
should the arithmetic mean be determined?
The Siegener approach of scenario technique is able to
calculate scenarios under different aspects by means of the
consideration of further attributes of the characteristics. As an
example, the calculation of high impact or volatile scenarios is
Table 3 OEM scenarios – a brief overview
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also possible. By the calculation of scenarios under the con-
sideration of volatility, which combination of characteristics
provides wild fluctuations of the future or which provides a
pole of tranquility can be spotted. The evaluation of the
attributes can, for example, take place by a Delphi survey
while collecting the uncertainty of the experts in the form of
a standard deviation additional to the attributes themselves.
The standard deviation builds areas of uncertainty of the
characteristics for later checking.
Case 3: “working with probabilities within scenario
controlling is not beneficial”
Since attributes such as the time horizon or impact can be
considered, it is possible to automatically derive roadmaps
from the scenarios calculated and some characteristics can be
prioritized. The combination of scenario-DNA and roadmaps
(cf. Fig. 7) induces an initialization of a foresight system in
terms of the concept of weak signals according to Ansoff [51].
Table 4 Compatibility of the OEMs and global scenarios





















































































































Key factor Characteristic No. 1A 1B 1C 1D 2A 2B 2C 2D 3A 3B 3C 3D




Key factor 2 Characteristic 2A 2A 5 3 3 3
Characteristic 2B 2B 1 3 2 3
Characteristic 2C 2C 2 4 3 3
Characteristic 2D 2D 4 4 4 5
Key factor 3 Characteristic 3A 3A 4 3 3 3 4 4 4 4
Characteristic 3B 3B 4 3 5 3 4 4 4 3
Characteristic 3C 3C 2 3 1 3 4 3 2 3
Characteristic 3D 3D 1 3 2 3 1 2 1 3
Consistency matrix
Crucial Question: "How does characteristic A (row)
get along with characteristic B (column)?"
Rating of consistency
1 = not conceivable/total inconsistency
2 = conceivable with restrictions
3 = neutral or stand-alone
4 = good combination/fits well
5 = lock and key/perfect match
Fig. 5 Example of consistency
matrix
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Firstly, it becomes clear when, in theory, the first characteristic
arises, and secondly, if our assumptions were right and are still
valid. If a characteristic does not occur at the expected date,
this is a first indication to verify the assumptions of the
scenario development process. When the first characteristics
occur, the process of action should slowly start, depending on
the priority of the characteristics. At the point when the last
characteristic of a scenario occurs, it is absolutely necessary to
act. With this in mind, it is obvious that dealing with proba-
bilities cannot achieve a foresight system in this way.
As described at the beginning, the market and its develop-
ments are underpinned by continuous changes. This requires
an inspection and adaptation of the scenarios and of the
present situation if necessary. The inspection and adaptation
focuses for this purpose on every underlying assumption, the
influential factors, their characteristics, and the influence,
weighting and consistence evaluations. Because the scenario
development process is already free of probabilities, a consid-






Explanation of symbols: 
The closer the “bubbles” are, the 
more equal they are as regards 
content and vice versa. 






Fig. 6 Example landscape of scenarios
Scenario
Key factor Characteristic No. I II Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4
Key factor 1 Characteristic 1A 1A 100
Characteristic 1B 1B 0
Characteristic 1C 1C 0
Characteristic 1D 1D 0
Key factor 2 Characteristic 2A 2A 100
Characteristic 2B 2B 0
Characteristic 2C 2C
Characteristic 2D 2D 0
Key factor 3 Characteristic 3A 3A
Characteristic 3B 3B 0
Characteristic 3C 3C 0
Characteristic 3D 3D 100





Fig. 7 Example for scenario-DNA including Roadmap
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Limitations and future work
The process of scenario development has indeed been well
investigated, nevertheless, there are a number of outstanding
points which should be further researched. These include, for
example, the choice of characteristics and their attributes. At
this point, the following questions arise: “When do I have the
right and the right number of characteristics?” and “Are all
thinkable developments of attributes considered?”
A further outstanding point is the evaluation of the matrices
by the scenario team. Everyone who takes part in the evalua-
tion process holds another position or perspective to the
respective topic. This often causes the evaluation to be sub-
jective. At this point, the following questions arise: “How can
the subjective character be invalidated?” and “How can the
uncertainty in the evaluation process be handled?”
Future research will have to deal with the points listed
among other things.
Open AccessThis article is distributed under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution License which permits any use, distribution, and
reproduction in any medium, provided the original author(s) and the
source are credited.
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